English is the official language in:
53 countries
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The most spoken language in the world
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MAIN GOALS
Develop your skills in this language, especially
your oral skills.
Acquire methods to understand a wide range of
documents.
Learn how to use English in another situation
than that of the language class.
Discover the history and geography of English
speaking countries.
Study Biology or Mathematics in English.
Take part in virtual and/or physical exchanges
with other countries.
Obtain the "European label" at the French
baccalaureate (the European label is reputed in
European universities).
Take the prestigious Cambridge English
Certificate exam wich confirm the validity of
students' level of English (B1) thanks to a
European certificate.
Prepare for post baccalaureate studies. Indeed,
English is no longer an option for
undergraduate students but rather a necessity.

WHO CAN APPLY ?

CURRICULUM

All the students who are motivated and
interested in this language and culture.

The European section gives the most
determined students the opportunity to
practice more, indeed it implies :

They also have to be willing to take an active
part in classes through oral interventions, in
particular.

 A weekly extra hour of English

Students do not have to have attended
"European classes".

A motivation letter will be asked at the end
of the year 4 in order to access students'
motivation and abilities.

 A weekly extra hour of DNL
(Discipline
non
linguistique):
History and Geography or Biology
or Mathematics in English

The students who have attended these
classes will get the "European label" for
this diploma.

